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Professional Work (2 – 17)
Student Work (19 -35) 



For Whom The Bell Tolls
Felt, screenprint, lights, insulation board, plexi-glass, wire, animated GIF, 
shadow
(variable dimensions: cop car is Crown Victorian sized, plexi-glass is 26” x 20”)

https://media.giphy.com/media/3oKIPCS5gU7ZOiiEuc/giphy.gif


For Whom The Bell Tolls (continued)
Felt, screenprint, lights, insulation board, plexi-glass, wire, animated GIF, 
shadow
(variable dimensions: cop car is Crown Victorian sized, plexi-glass is 26” x 20”)

https://media.giphy.com/media/3oKIPCS5gU7ZOiiEuc/giphy.gif


They’re Coming Again
Screenprint, intaglio chine collé, collage
26” x 40”, variable edition



CCTV:中国制造
Screenprint, cyanotype, collage
15”x22”, variable edition 



Amerikkkan Arrival
Monoprint, spray-paint
22” x 30”



Never-end
Acrylic, crayon, collage
30” x 22”



The Places U will Go
Screenprint, collage
22” x 30”



Echo Chamber
CMYK digital print
12” x 12”



An Inbetween-er
Crayon, collage
22” x 30”



Nobody Now
Color pencil, iPod, animated GIF
16” x 20” x 1”

https://media.giphy.com/media/xUPGci1LlfWokxohgc/giphy.gif


Yuuuge Remorse
Insulation foam, acrylic, found cinderblocks/bricks, animated GIF
(dimensions variable: insulation foam is 9” x 19” x 2”, animation is 3’ x 3’

https://media.giphy.com/media/l0IxYA1UHLFxPHYYg/giphy.gif


Crowded Thoughts
Acrylic paint
8’ x 8’



Day’n’Nite
Woodcut, cereal boxes
12” x 21” (each) (variable diptych edition)



Rapids through the Mainstream
Risograph ‘zine
8” x 5”, edition of 100



Speedbump(s)
Gutter leaves, gentrified neighborhoods
(variable width, two lanes long)



Savior Complex
Felt, bootleg video game console, bike light, crayon
(variable dimensions: console 7” x 12” x 15”)
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Student Work  



At-Hand: Found Object Installation 
Bonus assignment permitting non-major students to work collaboratively 
by creating an installation using on-site material and a Youtube™ playlist 
to transform a classroom environment for an open house event. Students 
had been exposed to time and spatial arts understanding prior to 
collaboration.



Bodies in Motion 
Introductory drawing students produce a body of work 
depicting figures/forms with distribution of weight and 
implied movement.



Facial studies
Introductory students create a composition from drawing two different 
facial features from two different points of view at similar scale.



Exquisite Figures
Inspired by the Dadaist, intermediate drawing students 
produce large scale (4’ any dimension minimum) figurative 
work drawing an assemblage of substituted, symbolic 
forms with the body.



Line
Introductory 2D Students create two unrelated works 
focusing on linear networks after two separate studies of 
line variety and weight with marker and pen.



Whaddya’mean, a ‘zine
Introductory digital students create 2 corresponding, self-
published, and bound books produced with Creative Cloud 
applications, then distribute/circulate to relevant locations 
in town.  (This example corresponded with outreach centers 
focusing on women’s health in her community.)



Colo(u)r
Intro 2D students produce 3 identical paintings that follow different color 
schemes to understand how define a composition spatially through focus 
and emphasis.



Linocut Edition
Introductory printmaking students familiarize themselves with print shop 
tools and processes as they replicate high contrast compositions that rely 
upon clear proximity with linear networks and positive/negative space.



Monoprint Suite
Introductory printmaking students produce a body of work experimenting 
with various methods of reductive and additive mark-making, and multi-color 
registration. Students research and attempt to communicate with inspiring 
printmaking artists they found on social media to help them initiate their 
series.



Hard-Edge Painting
Compositions of traced objects that permit non-major students to explore 
color interaction.



Stencil Painting/Curatorial Critique
Following the previous example, students then produce multi-color 
stencil paintings.  Afterwards, they must select and propose mini-
exhibitions vis-à-vis social media inspiration for their group selections.



One Minute Sculpture
Inspired by Erwin Wurm, non-majors students must interpret the titles of 
their classmates’ performance homework assignments as One Minute 
Sculptures using materials from the art facilities.



Instructional
Inspired by Sol LeWitt, non-major students organize a set of 
rules for artwork to be created by their peers. Works are 
then returned for critique, and students must address 
several questions pertaining to the roles of creator and 
interpreter versus their own understanding of control, 
figurative/didactic language, and choice. 



Social Art
Through a series of interventions, students address 
context and content of their chosen environments 
(residential areas not permitted) utilizing 
compositional elements of found objects. Students 
must write an essay discussing one of the projects 
they found challenging. 



GIF, GIF, GIF, GIF, GIF, GIF, GIF…
Introductory digital students create a short, looping 
framework animation with the use of Creative Cloud 
applications. Gestalt principles of design are strongly 
reinforced to aid beginning students to consider the whole 
composition and element of time.

https://media.giphy.com/media/4EFsnWjd0ThuVXeUzk/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/5vUBtnzGU0obNrxcsU/giphy.gif


Video Montage
Introductory digital students use open-source video 
from online sources to convey a mood, theme or idea 
that focuses on using disparate visuals as a whole.



I Want it Now v. Ways of Belonging
The final project for introductory new media students, who 
form groups and record a rehearsed podcast that features 
each member’s independent research (combined from 
assigned textbook and their own findings). Topics must 
pertain to two main divisions of internet culture and art; 
finding, downloading and distributing; or, archiving, 
preserving, and remembering.

https://soundcloud.com/user-204001801/timepodcast



